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Remember: It’s Not For You

While it’s not possible to please everyone, step
outside your own personal preferences and sense
of humor/style and look at what might appeal to
the largest audience. Collect input from a variety
of genders, body types, ages, and interests.

Neutral Colors Sell Better

People have strong opinions about what colors
they can’t/don’t wear. Neutral basics appeal to both
genders. Let the graphic design be what makes
your shirt interesting, not the apparel color.

Don’t Forget Style and Quality

No matter how great the graphic is on your shirt,
if it’s uncomfortable or ill-fitting, no one will want to
wear it. Provide options: a soft unisex cotton t-shirt,
a women’s-cut t-shirt or tank, a dry-fit shirt, options
for cold, wet or warm weather.

Accessorize

Small impulse items, like baseball hats,
are one of our consistently best-selling pieces.

Inclement Weather Could Boost Sales

Participants who didn’t plan ahead for chilly
weather or forgot their post-race change of clothes
could be your top buyers. So offer heavyweight
hoodies, long-sleeved shirts and windbreakers.
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It’s About Quality, Not Quantity

To keep merchandise lucrative, pare down your
design ideas to the best of the best.

Sell Before the Event as Well as During It
Make a fun shirt available during the registration
process for a nominal additional fee, and it’s a win
for everyone. Your participant gets to sport their
new threads well before event day, and you’ve got
another recruitment tool out in the world.

Leftovers Happen

Extra merchandise can make great giveaways at
outreach events or serve as impromptu fundraising
rewards, so beware of branding your merchandise
with a specific year or location.

Learn from the Past

Track and retain your data about what sold and
when. This knowledge will be invaluable when it
comes time to design and purchase next year’s
merchandise.

